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CRE® 2017-2018 TOP TEN MARKET TRENDS 
CONDITIONS INFLUENCING REAL ESTATE OPPORTUNITIES & RISKS

Two distinct generations--The 
BABY BOOMERS &  
      MILLENNIALS living and working 
side by side - now also present challenges in that 
they have quite different preferences in the kinds of 
offices in which they wish to work, as well as housing 
choices.  

POLITICAL POLARIZATION 
& GLOBAL UNCERTAINTY 

Polarization prevents long-term fixes to issues 
such as infrastructure, affordable housing, local 
and state pension liabilities, and education;  

Changes to trade, travel and immigration policy 
threaten cross-border investing, hospitality 
properties, retail, and manufacturing supply 
chains, among other effects; 

 

“ Robotics, predicted to replace up to 

47% of today’s jobs, 
of today’s jobs, clearly will have a serious 
impact on everything from housing & 
retail to business offices, tenants & 
leasing.

”

TECHNOLOGY BOOM

Tech start-up boom is revolutionizing real  
estate operations; robotic learning; big data, 
and real-time information; in retail, the 
question has shifted from “Do you shop 
online?” to “How many deliveries did you 
have today?” 

 
GENERATIONAL 
DISRUPTION
Real estate developers, investors, owners, 
and builders will need to understand not 
only the location preferences of each group, 
but the design and amenity features of 
housing units, whether rental or owner 
occupied; 

 

BB

INFRASTRUCTURE 
INVESTMENT
Such as bridges, ports, and roads, which are 
now attracting new private investors; 

 

HOUSING: THE BIG 
MISMATCH
Affordability at all levels is challenging home 
ownership and even who can rent and 
where; 
 

 

The Counselors of Real Estate® (CRE) is a global professional association known for thought leadership, objective insights and extraordinary 
professional reach, with more than 50 real estate specialties represented among its member experts who are admitted to the organization by 
invitation. Members of CRE are recognized property experts who provide specialized and objective advisory services to clients. The CRE® Top Ten 
Issues Affecting Real Estate is an annual update of market trends, important business disruptors and conditions which influence U.S. commercial and 
residential real estate opportunities and risks.
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IT MAKES INTUITIVE SENSE THAT BUILDINGS 
COULD HELP OR HURT HEALTH IN THAT PEOPLE 
SPEND  
 

450
PROJECTS IN 28 COUNTRIES TO BECOME WELL 
CERTIFIED. 

90% OF THEIR TIME INDOORS. 
THE INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE 
HAS REGISTERED OR CERTIFIED OVER
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Despite this massive repositioning, 
we are NOT by any stretch of the 
imagination facing a-- RETAIL 
APOCALYPSE. As retailers refine 
their inventories, distribution methods, and 
fulfillment models, the retail market will 
survive and even prosper – but will do so in 
fresh, new ways. ”

“

RETAIL DISRUPTION

With malls and downtowns adapting to 
nationwide store closures with new kinds 
of experience-driven offerings and the 
reinvention of the grocery stores which have 
anchored many upscale shopping malls; 

 

IMMIGRATION

Restrictions could negatively impact this 
large source of residential tenants and home 
buyers;
 

 

LOST DECADES OF 
THE MIDDLE CLASS
Including wage stagnation that significantly 
restricts purchasing power and home 
ownership; 

 

90’s
80’s

00’s

Illustrated by increasing demand for buildings 
to be designed and operated in ways that  
promote positive healthy outcomes; 

 

REAL ESTATE’S EMERGING  
ROLE IN HEALTH CARE

Focusing this year on sea level rises as a 
serious threat to property values in many 
parts of the U.S. should  the trend in rising 
water levels continue;
 

 

CLIMATE CHANGE


